
Electric vehicles
M-Products designs, produces and installs internal transport systems and electrically powered vehicles. Originally 

focused on glasshouse horticulture, the systems and products are also highly suitable for applications in other 

industries. M-Products manufactures for instance a chain track system fitted into the ground, a suspended 

chain track system, various types of electric tractors, induction-powered tractors and automatic push trolleys.

M-Products was founded in 1978 as a subsidiary of 

Metazet/FormFlex, and has since produced a broad range 

of products for glasshouse horticulture, industry and 

utilities. All our products are designed, developed and 

manufactured in house. M-Products has the most up-to-

date drawing technologies, such as Solid Edge 3-D, which 

can be used to complete very complex designs. 

The software package Femap can be used for structural 

analyses. This allows for calculating from an early stage 

how certain materials and structures will behave under 

specified conditions. This means we can produce an 

entirely customized electric vehicle for you, or fully adapt 

an existing product to your specific requirements and 

applications.



Flexibility
M-Products does not leave anything to chance. With its own tool workshop, its 

own technical department for production equipment maintenance, its own 

transport vehicles and its own drawing and designing department, M-Products 

can be as flexible as required by the customer. We also keep thousands of items 

in stock in our modern warehouse. We can therefore quickly respond to market 

demands and live up to our promises.

Innovation and design
The design department of M-Products works with contemporary design 

software. The SolidEdge 3-D drawing software enables M-Products to carry out 

complex designs accurately. Because this software suite spans the entire design 

process, several steps can be implemented digitally. This not only makes physical 

prototypes unnecessary, but also saves time and money. By means of the Femap 

software suite, the strength of products and materials can be digitally tested. This 

allows for calculating from an early stage how certain materials and structures 

will behave under specified conditions.

Customized or series production
The entire production process from design to delivery takes place in house. This 

means we can respond directly to our customers’ requirements. Do you need 

modifications to existing products or do you have your own idea? No problem 

for M-Products. When you are satisfied with the final design we can produce in 

series, if necessary with a very short delivery time. We keep standard products in 

stock, which means they can often be supplied immediately.

Organisation

Staff
Motivation, a good atmosphere at work, a healthy work attitude, commitment and accountability are important criteria in our 

company. The quality and reliability of our products and services are our highest priority; after all, our staff form the basis of 

our business. M-Products offers its staff a job with a challenge, opportunities for promotion and responsibility. As our staff are 

offered good (further) training and a job in which their personal qualities are fully used, we have very little staff turnover. This 

means we keep all accumulated knowledge and experience in house.



All skills in house
With our advanced, modern and very extensive machinery we can offer:

• Laser cutting, sheets

• Laser cutting, cylinders

• Robot welding

• Setting

• Punching

• Cutting

• Wire bending

• Contouring

• Pressing

• Welding

• Rolling

• Milling

• And much, much more...

Tool workshop 
A large number of our own machines have already been modified or built to 

manufacture the products we supply. This makes it possible to produce in 

batches, which will save you a lot of time and money. Furthermore, the staff at the 

tool workshop ensure that all machines and tools meet the strict requirements in 

terms of health, safety and environment.  The maintenance of all machines, tools 

and installations in our factory is also the responsibility of our tool workshop.

Production



Assembly
Our assembly line has a flexible structure, so that it can quickly and easily be 

prepared for a new series of products. When new products are being designed, 

their ultimate assembly is already being considered. The quality of assembly can 

therefore be guaranteed, impossibilities can be prevented and the (delivery) time 

can be shortened.

Electrical department
Whether they are wiring our Virtos or writing a complete program for an induction-

powered logistics system, our electrical engineers are very skilled and solution 

driven. The fast increase in the number of electric vehicles and the constantly 

improving technologies in this sector mean we always have to remain up to date. 

We therefore encourage our staff to follow courses, visit trade exhibitions and 

obtain certificates.

Quality & Service
M-Products aims for as many satisfied customers and as few errors as possible. 

Quality is a mindset which forms an integral part of our whole organisation. 

When we start planning a project we decide on the best way to manufacture the 

product and how it can be processed into an end product as efficiently as possible. 

By working according to standards and systems as far as possible, we manage 

to prevent errors and waste. A number of quality checks are carried out during 

the production process. Of course our products are thoroughly inspected again 

before they leave our company. Finally, all products are packed and dispatched 

by the dispatch department with the greatest possible care.  If you nevertheless 

come across a problem or fault in one of our products, please contact our service 

department.

Assembly / Service



H-400
The H-400 is an electrically powered walk-along tractor which can be used 

for pulling, pushing and steering heavy loads such as transport trolleys, roll 

containers, caravans, hospital beds, mail carts, waste containers and shopping 

trolleys. It will improve productivity and safety at your company. It considerably 

reduces physical strain for your staff and also saves a lot of time. The compact 

H-400 is easy to operate and can be used a full working day without recharging. 

The adjustable steering column ensures all your staff will have a good posture 

when using it.   The new digital controller stores the braking energy in the 

batteries. The H-400 is only 80 cm long and 51 cm wide and has a 400W-24V 

motor. It has a pulling power of 600 kg. *

H-800 /1500
Both the H-800 and the H-1500 have been designed for pulling very heavy loads. 

This makes these tractors very suitable for use in (heavy) industry.  The H-800 and 

the H-1500 have a compartment where ballast weight can be placed for extra 

pressure on the front wheel when very heavy loads are moved. Both the tiller 

head and the speed are continuously adjustable, which makes the H800 or the 

H-1500 a comfortable tractor to use for everyone. The H-800 has a 800W  -24V 

motor and a pulling power of 2000 kg*. The H-1500 has a 1500W - 24V motor and 

has a pulling power of as much as 4000 kg.*

Options
•  Electric grab, stainless steel, adjustable in height from 110mm to 280mm. This  

grab can strongly and simply hold nearly all loads.  The operating button is 

fitted onto the tiller head.

• Remote control. This option is very appropriate when the H-tractor is used  

for pushing a long row of, for example, shopping or baggage trolleys. You guide 

the front trolley and allow the H-tractor to do all the heavy work.

• Towing bars and coupling parts

• Crate

• Ballast weight

• Non-marking tyres

• Stainless steel finish

* according to VDI 2198

H-Series



M-Trike
The M-Trike is an electrically powered vehicle with 3 wheels, suitable for pulling 

carts or trailers.  It is possible in almost all cases to make your existing cart(s) 

suitable for use in combination with the M-Trike. Its compact build makes it very 

easy to manoeuvre, so that you can move your carts among obstacles without 

any problem. It is also very suitable as a personal means of transport.

Technology
Because of its 2 large rear pneumatic tyres, soft surfaces are not a problem for 

this trike. The M-Trike has a 400W-24V motor, is 135 cm long and 57 cm wide, 

and features programmable steering, where the braking energy is stored in the 

batteries. There are two speed settings, 7km/h and 10 km/h, and the pulling 

power is 400 kg.* The M-Trike is made from powder-coated steel and comes 

standard with batteries, battery charger, battery charge meter and adjustable 

tiller head.

M-Trike XL 800 / 1500
You can opt for the M-Trike XL for pulling several carts. The M-Trike XL is also 

very suitable for use as a maintenance cart. Because of its heavier batteries and 

wider rear axle, this model is extremely strong and stable, while it is still easy to 

manoeuvre. The M-Trike XL is available in two designs: with an 800W or with a 

1500W motor. We can help you decide which design is most suitable for you, on 

the basis of your applications and circumstances.

Technology
Its length of 150 cm, width of 72 cm and 800W/1500W motor make the M-Trike 

XL a small powerhouse which is very easy to manoeuvre. The M-Trike XL 800 has 

a pulling power of 800 kg*, while the M-Trike XL 1500 can pull as much as 2500 

kg*. The adjustable back support makes it comfortable, easy and safe to operate 

for everyone.  

Options
Several options are available for both the M-Trike and the M-Trike XL, such as a 

quick charger, couplings for a number of carts or trailers, a seat and leak-proof 

tyres. The M-Trike (XL) can also be fitted with a holder for “Euro pool” crates, which 

are ideal for mechanics’ tools. 

* according to VDI 2198

M-Trikes



Virto and Virto S
The Virto is an electric trike with a steel chassis and a plastic body, which can be 

used by anyone of 16 years and over. The bold Virto S has a chassis made entirely 

from steel, without plastic caps. Both Virtos are a 100% Dutch product and have 

a striking design. Because on the Virto you are in a standing position, you have 

a good view while you are also very well visible. The maximum and restricted 

speed of the Virto is 25 km/h, which means it will take you quickly and safely to 

your destination. As the Virtos have been approved by the EU, they may be used 

on public roads in all EU member states. The Virto is also very suitable as a logistic 

solution at large complexes, such as business parks, exhibition centres, (air)ports 

and leisure parks, and also for security and advertising purposes or renting out. 

Technology
•   Front wheel drive provided by BLDC hub motor

•   Lithium  batteries

•   Replaceable battery pack

•   Radius of action of up to 65 km

•   3x Hydraulic disc brakes

•   Front fork with suspension

•   Independent rear wheels with suspension

•   Large 40-litre storage compartment

Options
•   A number of options are available, such as: 

quick loader, towing hook, trailer, flashing lights and a golf bag carrier

www.virto.nl

Virto and Virto S



Systems
M-Products manufactures and supplies the following internal logistic systems:

• M-Track
A semi-automatic transport system, based on an induction-powered tractor. 

• Chain track
A fully-automated, mainly mechanical transport system, where your trolleys or 

carts are transported through your building by means of a chain fitted into the 

ground.

• Suspended chain track
A system where your products are moved through your building suspended from 

a transport track. 

Specials
Our modern technologies enable us to implement specific requirements or 

modifications for our customers. Existing products can be modified in order to 

meet your requirements as fully as possible. This can vary from lasering your logo 

into one of your products to designing an entirely new product on the basis of 

your specific applications. If you have any ideas about a new electric vehicle in 

your company, which has to meet certain conditions, M-Products will be able to 

help you with the planning and bespoke design of your own logistic solution. In 

consultation with you, we can make a completely unique electric trolley, cart or 

tractor, based entirely on your requirements.

Systems and Specials



Branches
Wateringen (Head Office)

De Lierseweg 6

2291 PD Wateringen

Nederland

T +31 (174) 22 58 32

E info@m-products.nl

WWW.M-PRODUCTS.NL

Other branches

• Spain

• Poland

• Turkey

• Croatia

• Canada

• USA

• Mexico

• China

• Russia


